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ABSTRACT 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) consists of very high performance radio tracking stations located in 
Spain, California, and Australia, together with a ground communications and command facility. As 
part of the support for deep space tracking, a constantly improving capability for very long baseline 
interferometry (VLBI) exists at these stations. This paper will describe the current VLBI capability 
of the DSN and outline the planned capability. 
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Figure 1. DSN operations facilities. 
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Figure 2. ARIES/64 m DSN global deployment. 
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Figure 3. DSN VLBI programs. 
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Figure 4. “Best efforts” capability for determining Earth orientation with 
12 hours of VLBI data on each of 2 baselines: DSS 14-43, DSS 14-63. 
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Figure 5. DSN configuration for operational VLBI . 
